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REAL STRUCTURE IN COMPLEX Lj-PREDUALSi1)

BY

DANIEL E. WULBERT

Abstract. Call a complex Banach space selfadjoint if it is isometrically

isomorphic to a selfadjoint subspace of a C(X, C)-space. B. Hirsberg and A.

Lazar proved that if the unit ball of a complex Lindenstrauss space, E, has

an extreme point, then E is selfadjoint. Here we will give a characterization

of selfadjoint Lindenstrauss spaces, and construct a nonselfadjoint complex

Lindenstrauss space.

1. Introduction. If E = C(X, R) (or a sublattice of C(X, R)) then it is a

result of the classical Kakutani characterization of L lattices [12] that there is

a measure space (X, 2, p) such that E* is isometrically isomorphic with

LX(X, 2, p, R). In 1955 A. Grothendieck [9] initiated the formal study of the

class of Banach spaces which have L,-duals, and conjectured a functional

representation for such spaces. In 1964 J. Lindenstrauss [20] showed that

these L,-preduals were, in a sense, the solution to the problem of the

extendibility of compact operators. Lindenstrauss' development involved a

detailed study of the structure of L,-preduals, and, for example, settled

Grothendieck's conjecture as well as several others. Since then, extensive

investigations of this class of spaces have been done in papers such as

[2], [7], [8], [15]-[18], [21], [24], [27] and [30] (for extensive bibliographies see

[14] and [19]). In fact, now an argument is frequently made, that-along with

the Lp-spaces (1 < p < coy-the L,-predual spaces should be considered

classical Banach spaces. These Banach spaces-whose duals are L,-spaces-are

now also called Lindenstrauss spaces.

In this article we are interested in relating a complex Lindenstrauss space E

with the existence and structure of its real sections: the real Lindenstrauss

subspaces of E whose complex spans are dense in E. This is related to the

work of B. Hirsberg and A. Lazar who proved the following:

1.1. Theorem. Let E be a subspace of C (X, C) which contains the constants.

The following are equivalent:

(a) E is a Lindenstrauss space,
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(b) E is selfadjoint and Re E is a real Lindenstrauss space.

1.2. Theorem. If E is a complex Lindenstrauss space, and u E ext S(E*)

then there is a compact set X and an isometric isomorphism T of E into

C(X,C) such that Tu = 1.

A main result of this paper is an example of a complex Lindenstrauss space

which is not isometric with a selfadjoint subspace of some C(X, C) (Example

6.1). The proof depends on a characterization of those complex Lindenstrauss

spaces which are isometric to selfadjoint function spaces (Theorem 5.3).

Among the consequences of the development is a short proof of Theorem 1.1.

II. Preliminaries and notation. We will single out three theorems on the

structure of Lindenstrauss spaces that will be used in the development of this

paper. All three results apply to either real or complex Banach spaces.

2.1. Theorem. If S is a countable subset of a Lindenstrauss space E, then

there is a separable Lindenstrauss space F such that S C F C E.

2.2. Theorem. A separable Banach space E is a Lindenstrauss space if and

only if there are subspaces Ex C E2C ... such that

(1) En is isometrically isomorphic to l^, and

(2) U E„ is dense in E.

2.3. Theorem. E is a Lindenstrauss space if and only if for each e > 0 and

each finite set S C E there is a finite dimensional subspace F Ç E such that

(1) Fis isometrically isomorphic with l^for some n, and

(2) sup{inf{||i - f\\:f E F): s E S) < e.

Theorem 2.1 was first discovered by Hirsberg and Lazar who observed that

this fact could be gleaned from a proof in [E. Michael and A. Pejczynski,

1966]. More recently E. Lacey isolated a short proof [Lacey, 1974, p. 232,

Lemma 1].

Theorem 2.2 was proved for a special case by E. Michael and A. Pekzynski

[1966], and completed by A. Lazar and J. Lindenstrauss [1966]. Theorem 2.3

is a minor variant of results in the literature. The sufficiency assumes more

than the sufficient condition established by Lazar and Lindenstrauss [1966,

Theorem 1, (iii) => (i)]. The necessity follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

We will use the rest of the section to record our notation. We will use R

and C to denote the real and complex fields. For a compact Hausdorff space

X, C(X, C) represents the continuous complex valued functions on X,

equipped with the supremum norm, and /£,(C) is equivalent to C(Y, C) for a

set y containing « points. For a measure space (X, 2, p), LX(X, 2, p, C)

consists of the integrable complex valued functions on A" with the usual L,

norm. We will often write Lx(p, C) for LX(X, e, p, C). Analogous definitions
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hold for the real Banach spaces obtained when replacing C by R above.

For a Banach space E, E* and S(E) represent the dual of E and the unit

ball of E respectively. The extreme points of a convex set K is the set ext(#).

If / is a function on a set X and x E X, 8 (x)f = f(x), and 8 (x) is called the

point evaluation at x. The characteristic function of a set A C X is

♦'W-{¿ lit
and the Dirac delta function is

8,,-f1'    / = °',J     10,    i*0.

Let £ be a Banach space MEE, and/ € is; then a*(/, M) = inf{||/ - m||:

m £ M}.

III. Lindenstrauss subspaces of C(X, C). In this section we give a short

proof of an extended version of Theorem 1.1 by Hirsberg and Lazar. Both

proofs depend on specialized results from the literature. The argument here

uses Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 from the last section and circumvents the

additional use of simplex structure employed in [Hirsberg and Lazar, 1973].

3.1. Proposition. Let A be a subspace of C(X, C) that contains the con-

stants. If A is an Lx-predual then A is selfadjoint.

Proof. Let /be in A, and let B be a separable L,-predual such that

{1,/} C B C A [Theorem 2.1]. We will show / e A by showing that B is

selfadjoint. Let Q be the quotient space of X associated with the equivalence

on X defined by x — y if b(x) = b(y) for all b E B. Viewing B as a subspace

of C(Q, C) it suffices to show B is selfadjoint. Let

(3.1) D = closure [span Re B] Q C(Q, C).

Then

(3.2) 3£=3Reß=3Re£>=3Z),

where 3 denotes the choquet boundary of a space.

Since B is a separable Lindenstrauss space, there is a sequence of norm one

projections P¡ of D into B such that P¡b -» b for all b E B [Theorem 2.2].

This implies that (P¡d)(x) -» d(x) for x E dB and d E D [D. Wulbert, 1966,
Lemma 1]. From choquet theory and the Lebesgue dominated convergence

theorem, this in turn implies P¡d-*d weakly (since dB —dD) [R. R. Phelps,

1966]. Since P,d E B, we conclude D CB, and B is selfadjoint.   □

3.2. Lemma. Let G be a real linear subspace of C(X, R) that is isometric to

/£(R). Then the complex span of G is isometric to /£,(C).

3.3. Lemma. Let G be a complex linear subspace of C(X, C) that is linearly
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isometric to /¿(C). There is a subset S C Re G such that

(1) S is real linearly isometric to /£,(R), and

(2) if fis a real function such that d(f, G) < e then d(f, S) < 2e.

Later we will establish an extension of Lemma 3.2. However this case can

be done simultaneously with the proof of Lemma 3.3, and is the case needed

for the Hirsberg-Lazar theorem.

Proof. We will prove both lemmas with the same argument. For either

scalar field, there is a basis ( g,}" C G and extreme linear functionals {&,}" of

the unit ball of G* such that:

(1) *,$-«„, and

(2) for all functionals k with ||&|| < 1 there are scalars X¡ such that both

2|\.| < 1 and kg = 2\fc,g for g E G.
Since k¡ is an extreme functional there is an x¡ E X and a scalar s¡ such

that |j,| = 1 and k,g = s¡g(x¡) for g E G. Replacing g¡ by s~xg, there is a

basis-which we assume is already {g(}-such that:

(a) &(*,) = Sy,and
(b) for each y E X there are scalars A, such that both

(i) 2|\| < 1, and (ii) "Za^y) = "2X¡a¡ for any set of scalars a,.

Lemma 3.2 follows easily by applying (b) to both the real and imaginary

parts of functions in the complex span of G.

To prove Lemma 3.3 let

(3.3) S = real span {Re gy}"_,.

It follows that the map

(3.4) f-+(f(xx),f(x2),...,f(xn))

is a linear isometry of S onto /£,(R). For if x E X and ay E R

(3.5) | S «¡Re gj(x)\ < 12 *jgj(x)\ < | S haj\< max|a,.| •

Finally to verify the estimate suppose / is a real function and a,- E C are

such that ||/ - Saygyll < e. Thus

(3-6) \^4<\{f -^amgm)(Xj)\< t,

and since each function in G attains its maximum at some xp

(3.7) ||2a,g,.-2(Rea,.)g,.||<e.

Thus if

(3.8) 9 = Re2 (Re a,)*,-,

we have that

(3.9) ||SRe(«/S/)-9|<e'
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but W2Re(ajgj) - /|| < e. Hence \\q - f\\ < 2e.   O

3.4. Proposition. Let A be a selfadjoint subspace of C(X, C). Then A is a

complex Lindenstrauss space if and only if Re A is a real Lindenstrauss space.

Proof. This is now immediate from the lemmas and Theorem 2.3 in the

previous section.

In fact we also have some Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 2.3 that:

3.5. Proposition. If A Q C(X, C) is a complex Lindenstrauss space then

Re A is a real Lindenstrauss space.

3.6. Corollary. Suppose Y and Z are disjoint open subsets ofX whose union

is X. If A is a real Lindenstrauss subspace ofC(X, R) then

E={fE C(X, R):/|y G A\Y andf\z E A\z)

is also a real Lindenstrauss space.

Proof. Let g = I on Y and / on Z.

Now by Proposition 3.4, F = complex span [A] is a complex Lindenstrauss

space. Hence, so is gF. By Proposition 3.5 then, E = Re(gF) is a real

Lindenstrauss space.   □

3.7. Corollary (Hirsberg-Lazar). Let A be a subspace of C(X, C) which

contains the constants. The following are equivalent:

(1) A is a complex Lindenstrauss group;

(2) A is selfadjoint, and Re A is a real Lindenstrauss space.

3.8. Corollary. Let A be a selfadjoint complex Lindenstrauss space con-

tained in C(X, C). The subspaces En and F of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 respectively

can be chosen to be selfadjoint.

Proof. The result is obtained by applying Proposition 3.4, the real versions

of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and Lemma 3.2.

IV. Real sections of a complex Lindenstrauss space.

Definition. A real linear subspace G of a complex Banach space E is

determined by real functionals (or real determined for short) if there is a set of

norm one functionals M Q E* such that

(1) for g G complex span G, \g\ = sup{|g(m)|: m E M), and

(2) m has only real values on G, for each m E M.

Comment. (1) Any subspace of real functions in E = C(X, Q is real

determined. Here the point evaluation functionals satisfy the role of M in the

definition above.

(2) A real linear subspace of a real determined space is also real de-

termined.
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4.1. Lemma. Let G be a real determined subspace of a complex Banach space.

A real linear isometry of G onto /£,(R) can be extended to a complex linear

isometry of the complex span of G onto /£,(C).

Proof. Since G is isometric to /£(R) there is a basis {g7}"_i Q G and

{kj)ttj.x C ext S(G*) such that (1) ks(g,) = 5,,, and (2) S(G*) is contained in

the closed balanced convex hull of {Ay}".,,.

The functionals kj can be extended to norm one real linear functionals k}

acting on the real linear space, G = complex span G. Also k¡ is the real part

of the complex linear functional

(4.1) 5(*)-5(*)-<$(«•
Of course, Kj also has norm one since if g E G and s E C is such that

(4.2) |s|=l   and   sKj(g) =\Kj(g)\,

we have

(4.3) |tf,g|-tf,(*g)-*>g)<||g||.

For any {Xm)"k_x E R such that sup|Àj < 1, we have

(4.4) 1 >|ä;.(2^ot)| > kj(^Xmgm) = A,.

Taking Xm = 8mJ gives Kj(gJ) = 1. This, with the inequality, implies that

Kj(gm) = $j,m- Hence the mapping

(4.5) f-*{Kxf,K2f,...,KJ)

is a norm decreasing mapping of G onto /£¡(C). Furthermore, on G, it agrees

with the original isometry onto /£,(R).

Now suppose L is a norm one complex functional on G, and g E G. The

proof will be completed by showing that

(4.6) |Lg|<max|A-,.(g)|.

Again let s E C be such that |j| = 1, and sLg = \Lg\. Then by condition (2)

there are \ E R with 2|\-| < 1 and

\Lg\=sLg=[Re(sL)](g) = 2W8)

(4-7) =2AÄ(g) = 2¥M/$(g)]

-'2\\j\\KJ{g)\<max\KJ{g)\.   D

The condition that G is real determined, in the last lemma, cannot be

simply dropped. Asvald Lima has shown me the following clever example.

Example (Lima). Let X = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and let E C C(X, Q be spanned by

/, = (1, 1, 1, l),/2 = (1, 1, - 1, - 1) and/, = (1, - 1,1, - 1), i.e., E = {/:
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/(I) + /(4) = /(2) + /(3)}. Then E is isometric with C3 equipped with the

norm  ||(a,, a2, a^H = max|a, ± a2± a3\  under the map  T(ax, a2, a3) =

2,-1«,/,.
Letpf = /(,') be the point evaluation at i, and let

k\ - Pi + P2 + P-i + ^4' k2~ Pi~ Pi + ?3~ P* k3=px+p2- p3- p4.

Define the mapping # by #(1, 0, 0) - kx, H(0, 1, 0) = k2, and #(0, 0, 1) -
ky The linear extension to /£,(R) is then shown to be an isometric mapping

onto the real span of kx, k2 and k3.

However the complex span of kx, k2, and k3 is E* which is not isometric

with /¿(C) since E is not isometric with /,3(C).

4.2. Lemma. Let G be a real determined subspace of a complex Banach space

E. If G is isometric to a real Lindenstrauss space then the closed complex span

of G is a complex Lindenstrauss space.

Proof. If gx,..., gn is a finite set in the complex span of G, there are

A,,..., hm in G whose span contains g,.gn. Since hx,... ,hm can be

approximated arbitrarily closely by an isometric copy of /* (R), for some k,

the last lemma shows that g,,..., gn can be approximated by /¿(Q. From

Theorem 2.3 the closed complex span of G is a Lindenstrauss space.   □

4.3. Corollary. Let A C C(X,C) be a function algebra. Suppose A con-

tains a point separating real determined subspace B such that (1) 1 G B and (2)

B is a real Lx-predual Banach space. Then A = C(X, C).

Proof. Lemma 4.2 shows that the complex space of B is a complex

L,-predual. So Proposition 3.1 gives us that A contains a point separating

selfadjoint subspace. Therefore the antisymmetric subsets for A are single-

tons, and by Bishops' generalization of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [E.

Bishop, 1961], A = C(X, C).   D

Definition. A subset G of a Banach space £ is a real section if (1) G is a

real Lindenstrauss space, (2) the complex span of G is dense in E, and (3) G is

real determined in E.

Lemma 4.2 shows that if E has a real section then E is a complex

Lindenstrauss space. We will show that a real section of a Lindenstrauss

space plays the role of the real part of a selfadjoint subspace of a C(X, C).

4.4. Lemma. Let G be a real section of a complex Lindenstrauss space E. For

each f in E there is a unique decomposition f = g + ih with g and h in G.

Furthermore \g\ < ||/||.

Proof. We will first show that for/ G E there are g and A in G such that

/ = g + ih. We already know-by definition-that G + /G is dense in E. Let

G„ ç Gn+, c ... be real subspaces of G such that:
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(1) each G„ is isometric to /™(R) for some m,

(2) dist(/, complex span G„) -» 0 with n.

Hence there are g„ and hn in G„ such that g„ + ihn-*f. By Lemma 4.1, if

gm,hm are in Gm then ||gj| < \\gm + ihj. Hence both {g„) and {/z„} are

cauchy sequences and converge to say g and h in G. It follows that / = g +

/A. Also

(4-8) ||&||<ll& + /A-IHl7ll-
So||g||<||/||.

Finally we will observe that the representation is unique. Suppose qx + iq2

= q3 + iq4 with each <7y in G. Let e > 0 and let M be an isometric copy of

/™(R) containing members m, for which \\ntj - qj\\ < e for/ = 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Then

(4.9) \\mx + im2 - m3 + imA\\ < 2e

implying that \\mx - m2\\ and \\m2 - w4|| are less than 2e and so \\qx - q-¡\\

and \\q2 - <74|| are less than 4e. Since e > 0 was arbitrary qx and q3 must be

equal to q2 and q4 respectively.

Hence we have shown that for each / in E there is a unique decomposition

f - g + ih with g and h in G, also || g\\ < ||/||. The proof is completed.   □

4.5. Lemma. A real linear isometry between real sections of complex Lx-predu-

als extends to a complex linear isometry between the entire spaces.

Proof. Let T be a real linear isometry of a real section F of a complex

L,-predual E onto a real section W of a complex predual P. Let G C E be

isometric to /£(R). Of course then TG C W is also isometric to /£(R). For g

and h E G let T(g + ih) = Tg + iTh. By Lemma 4.4 this mapping is well

defined. By Lemma 4.1, T is a complex isometry of G + iG onto TG + iTG.

Since the unions of such spaces G + iG and TG + iTG are dense in E and P

respectively, T extends to art isometry of E onto P.   fj

4.6. Example. A complex L,-predual can have two nonisometric real

sections. Let V be the subspace of continuous real functions on [0, 2ir] such

that/(x) = -f(x + it) for x E [0, w]. Let E C C([Q, 2w], C) be the complex

span of V. It is known that F is a real L,-predual (in fact it is the range of a

norm one projection on C([0, 1], R)). Hence by Lemma 4.2 £ is a complex

¿,-predual. Let T be the isometric mapping of C([0,2m], Q into itself
defined by

(4.10) (Tf)(x) = (cos(x) + isin(x))f(x).

Then P = T(E) is a complex L,-predual containing I. Hence it is selfadjoint.

We conclude that P-1(Re P) is a real section of E whose unit ball contains

an extreme point. Since the unit ball of the real section V does not contain an
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extreme point, V and T ~ '(Re F) cannot be isometric.   □

In this example the space E admits an extreme point for its unit ball,

although the real section V does not. Example 6.3 in §VI is relevant to this

fact.

Although real sections of a Lindenstrauss space are not isometric, we will

show later that they do have isometric dual spaces (Corollary 5.6). We do not

know if two real sections are isomorphic to each other.

4.7. Lemma. Let E be a complex Lx-predual with a real section V. Then there

is a compact Hausdorff space X, a selfadjoint Lx-predual F Q C{X, C), and a

complex linear isometry of E onto F whose restriction to V is a real isometry

onto the real functions in F.

Proof. Let X be the closure of ext(S(K*)) in the weak topology induced

by V. In the usual way V embeds (real) isometrically onto a subspace of real

functions in C(X, C). Now Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 complete the proof.   □

4.8. Corollary. Let A be a real determined real Lx-predual embedded in a

complex Banach space E. Iff G A then (if) ^ A.

Proof. We may assume that E = A + iA. Let T be the isometry of

Lemma 4.7 mapping E into C{X, Q. Then if / G A, TF is a real function,

T(if) is not, and so (if) cannot be in A.   □

Let £ be a complex Banach space. We will use (E, R) to denote the real

Banach space obtained by restricting the scalar field to R. For LEE* the

mapping of L onto its real part is a real linear isometry of E* onto (E, R)*.

Hence we observe the following:

4.9. Lemma. (E, R)* = (£*, R) = {Re L: L G £*}.

4.10. Lemma. Let E* = Lx{p, C). If Lx(p, R) is w*-closedin Lx(p, C) then

(4.11) F={/G£:Re/LL,(M,R)}

is a real section of E. Here Re / denotes the real part of the complex linear

functional on L,( ¡i, C) associated withf.

Proof. From Lemma 4.9 we may identify (E, R) with the real parts of a

real linear subspace of £**. Then F is the preannihilator of L,(u, R) C

(E, R)*. Since Lx(p, R) is w*-closed, FL = Lx(p, R), and

(4.12) F* = (Lx(p,C),R)/Lx(p,R)

but this is isometric with the purely imaginary functions in L,(u, C) (since

dist[/, Re Lx(p)] = ||Im/||). Hence F is a real L,-predual. To see that the

complex span of F is dense in E, suppose g E Lx(p, C), and that g annihi-

lates the span of F. But g(f) = 0 for all/ in F implies Re g(/) = 0 for all/ so
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gËf1 and g is purely real as a function in Lx(p, Q. Similarly g(if) = 0 for

ail/ in F implies (ig) is purely real. Hence g = 0 and the span of F is dense in

E. Finally to see that Fis real determined, let M = {fyia)/p({a)): where a is

an atom}. Then each member of ext S(Lx(p, Q) is of the form sm where

s G S(C) and m G M. Also from the definition of F, mf is real for each

/ G F and each m EM. These facts show that F is real determined.   □

V. Selfadjoint Lindenstrauss spaces. In this section we will characterize

complex Lindenstrauss spaces which are linearly isometric with selfadjoint

subspaces of a C(X, C) space.

5.1. Lemma. Let E be a selfadjoint linear subspace of C(X, C). If (Re E)* =

Lx(p, R), then E* = Lx(p, C), and Lx(p, R) is weak*-closed in Lx(p, C).

Proof. We can easily define a one-to-one linear mapping T of L,(u, C)

onto E* by defining, for/ G Lx(p, R) and g E E,

(5.1) ff(g)=f(Reg) + if(lmg).

Now for A G Lx(p, C) put

(5.2) 77i - f (Re A) + »T (Im A).

One checks that Th is a bounded linear functional on E and that T is linear.

If L G F* then Re L restricted to Re E is in (Re F)*, and hence is repre-

sented by some H(L) in Lx(p, R). Then r[i/(L) - ¡H(iL)] and L are

complex functionals that agree on Re F, and hence agree everywhere. Thus T

is a one-to-one, bounded, onto linear mapping. Hence Lx(p, C) is isomorphic

with £*. We can induce a new norm on F by

(5.3) |||*||| = sup{|(7/)g|:/ G S(L,(u, C))}.

Suppose g G Re F, / G L,(p, C) and í is a complex number of absolute

value one such that s(Tf)(g) = \Tfg\; then

(5.4) |77(g)| =[T(sf)](g) =[Re(*/)](g) + /[lm(5/)](g).

Since this sum is a real number,

(5.5) |7/(g)|=[Re(i/)](g)<||yi|z.i|g||£,

and IIUIH < ||g||. But since (Re E)* = Lx(p, R) we also have ||g|| < |||g|||.
We have shown therefore that there is a real linear isometry of (Re F,

|| • HI) onto (Re F,|| • ||). By Lemma 4.5 this isometry extends to a complex

isometry of (E, ||| • |||) onto (F, || • ||).

This of course implies that S(E*, || • ||Li) = S(E*, || • ||£.)- For suppose

11/| | E, > 11/| | L —I. Then there is a weak*-continuous linear functional on

E* separating the weak*-compact sets S(E*, || ||£.) and {/}. That is there is

a weak*-continuous functional L such that
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(5.6) [Re L](f) > max{Re L(g): g E S(E*, |.|,)}.

Since L is weak*-continuous we may assume it is in E. But the right side of

the inequality is equal to ||Re L\\ = ||L|| while the left is less than

mp{ [Re L]A: pfc-1}

which is also equal to ||L||, since (E, ||| • |||) is isometric with (E, \\ • ||). We

have shown that E* is linearly isometric to L,( p, C), and by observing their

values on E we see that Lx( p, R) is weak*-closed in Lx( p, C).   □

5.2. Corollary. If Lx(p, R) is a dual space Lx(p, C) is a complex dual

space.

Proof. Suppose E* = Lx(p, R). By letting X = the weak*-compact set

S(E*) we can embed E in C(X, R). Then by the lemma Lx(p, C) is isometric

to the dual of the complex span of E in C(X, Q.   □

5.3. Theorem. Let E be a complex Lx-predual. The following are equivalent.

(1) There is a compact Hausdorff space X such that E is linearly isometric to

a selfadjoint subspace of C(X, C);

(2) E* is linearly isometric to an Lx-space whose real functions form a

w*-closed set;

(3) E has a real section.

Proof. All the parts of this theorem have been established in previous

lemmas: (1) =* (2) is Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 5.1 and, (2) =» (3) is Lemma

4.10, and (3) =>(1) is Lemma 4.7.   □

5.4. Proposition. Let E* = LX(X, 2, p, Q. // V is a real section of E then

V* = LX(X, 2, ja, R).

Proof. Suppose V* = LX(Y, 9, v, R). From Lemmas 4.7 and 5.1,

LX(X, 2, p, C) and LX(Y, 9, v, C) are isometric. By the following lemma

LX(X, 2, p, R) and LX(Y, 9, v, R) are also isometric.   □

5.5. Lemma. If LX(X, 2, p, C) is isometric with LX(Y, 9, v, C) then

LX(X, 2, p, R) is isometric with LX(Y, 9, v, R).

Proof. Let T be an isometry of Lx(p, Q onto Lx(v, C). Let \¡/A represent

the characteristic function of a set A. Since T is an isometry T(ipA) and T(\pB)

have disjoint supports whenever A and B are disjoint sets in E of finite

measure. If this were not true there would be complex numbers s and / of

absolute value one, a set U of positive finite measure, and an e > 0 such that

(5.7) Re T(s4>A) > e   and   Re T(t^B) > e.

Hence,
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\\TWA) - TWB)\\ <\\T(siA)\\ +\\T(ttB)\\
(5'8) =||^|| + ||%|| = ||^-^||.

Now for each A of finite ft measure in 2, define

(5.9) P(*a)-\T(*a)\-

Then P can be extended, in a complex linear fashion, to be an isometry

defined on all the step functions in Lx(p, C), and therefore, of Lx(p, C) into

Lx(v, C). Also P carries Lx(p, R) into Lx(v, R). To see that P carries Lx(p, R)

onto Lx(v, R), let / be a nonnegative function in Lx(v, R). Since T is an

isometry there are scalars Oj and disjoint sets Aj E 2 of /x-finite measure such

that

(5.10) S\l<»jTtyA)-j\dv<t.

It follows that

(5.11) /|lm2^(^)|*<e,

and

(5.12) J|Re2*,r(^) A 0| <fr<e.

We therefore have that

3e >/| |2^(*0| -J\dv -/|2 N|r(*0l -J\dv
(5.13)

-/|SKIfW-f\dv-J\p(2,\°MA)-f\dv.  D

5.6. Corollary. Real sections of a complex Lindenstrauss space have

isometric duals.

Definition. Let u be an extreme point of the unit ball of a Banach space E.

The state space associated with u is

(5.14) K(u)={fES(E*):f(y) = l).

5.7. Corollary. Let E* = Lx(p, C), u E ext S(E), and G = the closed

real linear span of K(u). Then G is isometric with Lx(p, R).

Proof. From the work of Hirsberg and Lazar [Theorems 1.1 and 1.2] we

may assume that E C C(X,C), u = 1 E E, and E is selfadjoint. So by

Propositions 3.4 and 5.4 we want to show that G is isometric with (Re E)*.

The natural candidate for an isometry from G to (Re E)* is the restriction

mapping T which carries a functional in G to its restriction to Re E. Clearly

T is a real linear mapping. It is one-to-one since the complex space of Re E is

all of E.
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To see that T is onto, let/ G (Re E)*. Extend/ to be a linear functional on

C(X, R) with the same norm. Let/+ and/- be the positive and negative

parts of the extension of/. Let A+ and h~~ be the restrictions of/+ and/- to

F. Then A + and A ~ are in G,

(5.15) A = A+-A~GG,
and Th = /

For g G G, ||g|| > ||7g||. It remains to show that ||7g|| > \\g\\. Let / G

(Re E)*. Let/"1",/-, A+, A" and A be as defined in the last paragraph. We

want to show that ||A|| < ||/||. Let e be larger than zero. Let k G S(E) be

such that \h(k)\ > \\h\\ - e. In fact by multiplying k by an appropriate

constant we may also assume that h(k) > 0. But

(5.16) h(k) = A(Re k) + i[f+ (Im k) - f~ (Im *)].

Since/+ and/- are real functionals and h(k) is real, the second term is zero.

Since Re k E Re F,

(5.17) /(Re*)« A(Re*)>||A||-e.

Hence ||/|| > \\h\\.   q

VI. A complex Lindenstrauss space without real sections. In this section we

construct an example of a complex Lindenstrauss space that is not isometric

with a selfadjoint subspace of a C(X, C) space. The space itself is easy to

describe. The verification uses most of the previous results on real sections,

and the Borsuk antipodal mapping theorem.

6.1. Example. Let

(6.1) K = S2 - {(Pei9, ß): p2 + ß2 = 1, and 0 < 0 < 2tt}.

For

(6.2) k = (pei9,ß)EK,

put

(6.3) s(k) - (pe'l'+'/a - ß),

and let

(6.4) F = {/ G C(K, C):f(s(k)) = if(k) for all k E K).

We will show that F is a complex Lindenstrauss space which is not

isometric to a selfadjoint subspace of some C (X, C).

Claim. (1) F is a complex Lindenstrauss space,

(2) ext(S(E*)) is weak*-compact,

(3) if y £0[k]= {s"(k): n = 0, 1, 2, 3} then there is a neighborhood U of

y, and an/ G F such that/(&) = 1 and/vanishes on U, and
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(4) if, when viewed as functionals on F, 8 (y) G {a8(k): a G C,-,|a| = 1} Ç

F*, then .y G 0[k].

Proof. (1) Let

(6.5) Pf(k) = 2 (-0V(*"(*))
A-0

A
Then F is a norm one projection of C(K, C) onto F. For x E C(K, C)* let

F(x) be the restriction of x to F. Then P* » K is a norm one projection of

C(K, C)* onto an isometric copy of F*. Hence F* is also an L-space [see, for

example, Lacey, 1974, Chapter 6, §17].

(2) This follows by verifying that x is an extreme point of s(E*) if and only

if there is an s G C of absolute value one, and a k E K such that x = 55 (k).

(3) Let U and V be a neighborhood of y and k such that the eight sets

{s"(U), s"(V)}3„_0 are disjoint. Let/be a continuous function that is 1 at k

and zero off V. Let

(6.6) g=f(~/)''/   0nJ"(F)'
10 elsewhere.

Then g is the desired function.

(4) This follows directly from the definitions of F and s, and was singled

out for a future reference,   n

Now suppose T is an isometric isomorphism of F onto F where F is a

selfadjoint subspace of C (X, C) for some compact Hausdorff space X. Let

(6.7) F* = L,(X,2,u,C).

From Theorem 5.3, LX(X, 2, p, R) is a weak*-closed subset.

For x G K, T*8(x) E ext S(F*). Hence there is a complex number q(x)

and an atom a(x) G (X, 2, u) such that

(6.8) r*S(x) = a(;c)¿?(jc)

where

(6-9) b(x) = rb{aM)/p(a{x))

and

(6.10) \q(x)\ = 1.

Now for z and w in C define

(6.11) z « w   if and only if z = — w.

If S ' is the unit circle, then, by the natural mapping Q, S1/« is equivalent to

[0, it] mod it.

Claim. (5) Q » q(-) is a continuous mapping of /T onto [0, w] mod it.

(6) g ° q(sk) = [tt/2 + Ö » q(b)] mod ît.
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Proof. (5) Suppose x, -» x. By compactness we may choose a subsequence,

which we assume we already have such that b(xj) converges to something, say

b, and q(xj) converges to, say q. Now

(6.12) b(xj) E ext S (F*) n Lx (X, 2, p, R)

which is weak*-compact by Claim (2) and Theorem 5.3. Hence there is an

atom, a, such that either

(6.13) b = >}>,„)/p(a)   or   b = -${a)/p(a).

But if a ¥= a(x), then

(6.14) 0 - {ab: a EC, |o|- 1} n {ab(x): a EC, \ct\= 1}.

Hence by Claims (4) and (3) there is an / E F which vanishes on {ab:

a EC, \a\ = I), and for which [b(x)]f = 1. This is not possible though since

\q\ « 1 - \q(x)\, and

(6.15) qb = lim q(xJ)b(xJ) = Urn T*(8(Xj)) = T*(8(x)) - q(x)b(x),
./-»oo

where the limits are taken in the weak*-topology. We conclude that a = a(x);

and b = b(x) or b = — ¿(x). It then follows from (6.15) that q — q(x) or

q = — ?(x). In either case we have that

(6.16) lim Q » q(xj) = Q ° q(x).
./-»OO

This establishes the first assertion.

(6) This claim follows from the definitions of q, b, and Q and from the

corresponding fact for T*, that for/ E F, Tf E E so

(6.17) 7*5(5*)/ = (Tf)(sk) = ,(7Y)(*) = iT*8(*)(/).   D

Now for k = (peiB, ß) E K, put

(6.18) m(k) = [2Q o q(pe19'2, R)\ mod Int.

The above shows that m is a continuous mapping of S2 into S1. Further-

more if k = (pe,s, ¿S) E #,

m(-Ä:) = m(pei{e+*\ - ß) = 2g » 4r(peiI#+"r1^, - iß)

(6.19) = 20 » 9(s(pe,fl/2, )3)) «|> + m(*)] mod 2w

= -m(k).

Hence m is an antipodal mapping from S2 to Sx. But Borsuk's antipodal

mapping theorem no such mapping exists [Dugundji, 1966, p. 349, Corollary

6.2].

Hence E is not isometric to a selfadjoint subspace of a C(X, C) space.   □

A modification of the last example is also of some interest. As a corollary

to their work (Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) Hirsberg and Lazar observed that
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analogous to the real case, the following is true.

6.2. Proposition. A complex Banach space E is isometric to a C (X, C) space

if and only if
(i) F is a Lindenstrauss space,

(ii) ext(i(F*)) is w*-closed, and

(iii)e\tS(E)^0.

Clearly solution (i) cannot be simply dropped from the list. Proposition 3.4

and examples from the real case show that (ii) cannot be dropped. The

following shows that, as expected, also (iii) cannot be dropped.

6.3 Example. Let X = S2 and

(6.20) F = {/ G C(X, C):f(x) = -f(-x)}.

Claim. (1) F is a selfadjoint Lindenstrauss space contained in C(X, C);

(2) ext S(E*) is weak*-compact;

(3) S(E) does not contain an extreme point.

Proof. It is clear that F is selfadjoint. The rest of (1) and (2) is established

as in the last example.

(3) Suppose u E ext S(E). By a result of Hirsberg and Lazar x(u) = 1 for

all xGext5(F*). In particular m(k) = u(k) is a continuous antipodal

mapping of S2 into Sx and again by Borsuk's theorem no such mapping is

possible.   □
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